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HEINE HL 1200® Examinaton Light

100 % more light with new Bulb technology. The HL 1200 is a flexible halogen
examination light with a 20 W IRC reflector lamp with innovative bulb technology. More
than twice the brightness in comparison with conventional 20-Watt lamps for bright,
white concentrated light. HL 1200 is a unique design incorporating a number of
important features which most other lamps cannot match:
:- Ultra-slim head. More freedom of movement and an unobstructed view for the
examiner.
:- Built-in temperature filter. Avoids patient discomfort.
:- Swivels through complete 180°. Flexible and easy to position.
:- Exceeds all relevant quality standards. Guaranteed protection for the patient even if
e. g. a bulb fails.
:- “Stay-put” construction of flexible section. Adjust the light to virtually any position
and it “stays-put”, will not sag or droop.
:- Special non-tip wheeled stand. Resists tipping to improve safety in clinic and
practice.
:- Long-life 12 V / 20 W IRC reflector lamp. 4000 hours bulb life.
:- 90,000 Lux light output at 30 cm. Bright, white light.
sections
:- Two flexible
head
:- Ultra-slim
at 30 cm
:- 90,000 Lux

HL 1200 examination light, black

12 V / 20 W

with wheeled stand (A), metal base
with lightweight wheeled stand (B), polycarbonate base
with additional multi-purpose clamp (C)
with wall-mounting bracket, can also be fitted to opt. wheeled stand (D)

J-05.27.068
J-05.27.078
J-05.27.056
J-05.27.052

HL 1200 examination light, white

A

B

with wheeled stand (A), metal base
with lightweight wheeled stand (B), polycarbonate base
with additional multi-purpose clamp (C)
with wall-mounting bracket, can also be fitted to opt. wheeled stand (D)

J-05.27.067
J-05.27.077
J-05.27.058
J-05.27.054

Spare bulb 12 V / 20 W IRC reflector

J-05.27.075

Wheeled stand (metal base) with mount for HL 1200 light
Wheeled stand (polycarbonate base) with mount for HL 1200 light
Mount for HL 1200 light for wheeled stand

Y-96.50.004
Y-96.50.009
J-00.27.069

C

D

230 V is the standard mains voltage. If a different voltage is required,
e. g. 120 V, please specify when ordering.
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HEINE HL 5000® Examination Light

With an exceptionally-high light output of 140,000 lux at a distance of 30 cm the
HL 5 000 examination light is ideal for examining and recognizing small details.
The flexible gooseneck construction provides a working radius of 120 cm.
Three versions are available: wheeled stand, wall mounting, multi-purpose clamp.
:- Long-lasting 12 V / 50 W halogen bulb gives 140,000 Lux light output at 30 cm.
Very bright, white light.
:- Extremely compact illumination-head. No obstruction of view, ease of handling.
:- 3 different mounting options: wall, table or wheeled stand. Versatile.
:- Halogen bulb lasts at least 4000 hours. Economical.
:- Additional UV filter. Increased safety during examination.
:- Solid construction with high-specification 120 cm radius gooseneck design.
Super-wide radius of operation, easy to position, light stays put in any selected position.
:- Additional IR-Filter reduces heat. More comfort for the patient and examiner.
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:- Two flexible
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HL 5000 examination light

12 V / 50 W

on non-tip wheeled stand (A), metal base
on lightweight wheeled stand L (B), polycarbonat base
with (C) wall mount
with (D) clamp mount

J-05.27.106
J-05.27.108
J-05.27.102
J-05.27.104

Spare bulb 12 V / 50 W halogen

J-05.27.111

C
A

B

230 V is the standard mains voltage. If a different voltage is required,
e. g. 120 V, please specify when ordering.
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HEINE HKL® Universal Fiber Optic Examination Light

The ideal light for any doctor’s practice. Provides light similar to daylight. Can be
powered by any HEINE F.O. projector.
:- Adjustable Diaphragm Aperture. Wide range of spot sizes. Bright, even light. No
temperature increase.
:- Colour temperature 3 800 K. “Daylight” illumination.
:- Long, flexible arm “stays put” where required. Very flexible to position with longreach arm.
:- Slimline head. Unobstructed view.
:- Universal-mounting. Suits the practitioner’s needs.
:- Can be retro-mounted to existing projectors. Makes an examination light out of any
projector.
:- 30,000 Lux light output at 20 cm with projector HK 7000.
Mounting options

on wheeled stand
with clamp for table - top mounting (maximum 40 mm thick)
with clamp for vertical mounting to a tube up to 40 mm dia.
with clamp for mounting to square tube up to 40 mm dia.
wall-mounting for HK 7000 projector.

HKL Light

F.O.

with clamp
with wall-bracket
on wheeled stand

J-03.27.001
J-03.27.002
J-03.27.004

Clamp, only
Base plate, only
Wheeled stand without base-plate
Wheeled stand with base-plate

J-00.27.010
J-00.27.011
Y-96.50.001
Y-96.50.002

Please order the projector separately

Light spot sizes

230 V is the standard mains voltage. If a different voltage is required,
e. g. 120 V, please specify when ordering.
For information on HEINE projectors see pages 114 and 115.

